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Message from Paul
Kia Ora.

years. Jess has taken on an exciting new
role with Wellington Free Ambulance. Viv

This year has been a busy and rewarding

Lauridsen has joined us as Administration

one for all of us at Manaaki Ability Trust

Manager and is already making a great

and hopefully Covid 19 will soon be only a

contribution with her background in

memory.

hospitality and event management helping
us roll out a few changes.

We have a full roll with quite a few new
clients joining us this year and a very busy

We have had a very successful Duke of

programme of activities. As part of our

Edinburgh Award programme this year and

Manaaki community here on site we also

we are also commencing a new programme

have Kimi Ora School, Literacy Aotearoa,

in conjunction with Young Enterprise NZ

and Little Seeds Bakery who each add to

that we believe will be very beneficial for

our diversity and the fantastic culture we

our clients.

have here.
I would like to again acknowledge the
I would like to welcome a new member to

passion and dedication of the great team

our Board of Trustees. She is Prue Payne

of staff we have here at Manaaki Ability

whose son Angus is a client at Manaaki.

Trust. It is due to their tireless efforts as

Prue has a diverse background, and I am

well as the contribution of our Board of

sure that the life experience and skills

Trustees that we have such a wonderful

she brings to her role on our board will be

programme to offer our clients.

invaluable. Sadly, a former trustee Sina
Irwin passed away recently after a long
illness. Sina had been a much-loved staff
member here at Manaaki for many years
before taking a break and then being on
our board for two years. Our heartfelt
condolences go out to Sina’s family.
Three months ago, we farewelled Jess
Johnstone who had been with us for three
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Paul Mainwaring
General Manager

INTRODUCING OUR NEWEST CLIENTS

Weltec Student
Placement
In June we welcomed Azure Paki
Tamasese who joined us at Manaaki
from Petone Weltec on her student

Zak Laing

Kayne Tutai

placement while completing her NZ
Certificate in Health and Wellbeing
Level 3.
While at Manaaki, Azure got stuck
in and was soon one of the team,
involved in the daily operations of all
activities and programmes. She made

Jessica Jackson

Kani Winika

a great impression on staff and clients
here at Manaaki and we really enjoyed
her time with us. It has been fantastic
to have Azure and we wish her all the
very best on the next stage of her
journey.

Jade Ruri

REMINDER
Just a reminder to all parents and caregivers,
to please remain at Reception when you
arrive at the centre. We will locate your
person to avoid too much disruption to the
classes or the client’s spaces.
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Duke of
Edinburgh
On Friday the 11th of June, the
Manaaki Duke of Edinburgh Award
participants watched a special
international presentation to mark
what would have been the Duke of
Edinburgh’s 100th birthday. Prince
Philip was a champion of the infinite potential

to help raise is vital funds to continue The

of young people and a pioneer in non-formal

Duke’s legacy – transforming more lives and

education and learning.

helping more young people find their place
and passion in the world.

To mark the occasion Challenge 100 has
been created, where participants are being

Our clients have put their thinking caps on

encouraged to get on board and come up

and are ready to get involved. They will be

with a challenge based around the number

challenging themselves to kick 100 goals,

100, with the bonus of finding sponsors

get 100 strikes, take 100 photos and more…

PHOTO ABOVE: Duke of Edinburgh Group - Luke Robertson, Ryan Watkins, Matt Polglase, Conor Metcalf, Danielle
Spier, Chelsie Parsons, Laura Montgomery, Emma Kelleher, Johnny Fidow Mose, Conor McCarthy, Sheldon Valster

Pink Shirt Day
What amazing time the clients had along with

Ed team for everyone, Yummo!

the team. Bringing in their t-shirt to be sprayed

Everyone thoroughly enjoined

with the logo and learning about what a great

them. We also played board games, music,

cause this is and how to help stop bulling.

and dancing with lots of laughter. Every year
this amazing cause gets bigger and better.

There were cup-cakes made by the Duke of
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MP VISIT :

Jan Logie - Green Party
Manaaki Ability Trust had a visit from Jan

challenge of meeting all disability groups in

Logie from the Green Party of Aotearoa New

New Zealand. Jan was given a full tour of our

Zealand.

facility and an explanation of our operation.
She met with the Discovery group and engaged

Jan is the Green Party spokeswoman in

in our Toast Masters programme (including

the areas of Child Poverty Reduction, ACC

telling a few great jokes at the end). It was

and Disability. She has been in Parliament

fantastic having Jan take such an interest in

since 2011. Jan has been a champion of our

our programme at Manaaki and having the

sector for many years and has set herself the

opportunity to meet with our staff and clients.
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Waiata Kanikani
Waiata Kanikani offers the chance to
boost confidence and work together
as a team. Everyone gets a chance
to sing, play instruments and dance.
The atmosphere is fun and
supportive by all involved.
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Gumboot Friday
Here at the centre, we wore our
gumboots, played games including
“Pin the gumboot on the farmer” not
to forget “Gumboot toss in the bucket”

Discovery Quest
2021 kicked off in February with five new clients
unlocking, celebrating, sharing, and exploring
their top 3 talents. We uncovered new organisers,

(Some did get the staff) accidental of
course. Learning about the meaning of
Gumboot Day to many kiwis with mental
health, it was a great way for us to have
the mental health conversation. Well
done Manaaki with 100% support.

relators, achievers, future thinkers, and competitors,
who are now learning what their talents look like
and how they show up in everyday life.
Our new group are very lucky to have 3 mentors
support them during their journey: Danielle, Matt
and Chelsie from our previous Discovery Quest
programs.They have been awesome and often
share their knowledge and experiences with the
group. We recently explored each of the ten
talents in detail before profiling Richie McCaw
as a group project. Together the clients spotted
his talents and saw how they played out in his
life and rugby career, particularly during the lead
up to the Rugby World Cup win in 2015.
Discovery Quest supports the development of social
and emotional intelligence. We love seeing the
clients grow in confidence as they recognize how
unique they are, when they step into their space,
naming and claiming their talents and turning them
into strengths they can use for their future.
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Buon appetito from the
Matrix Programme
Matrix’s leadership programme is structured around
upskilling our clients for vocational opportunities
in the community. As part of the culinary skills,
the team made both savoury and sweet pizzas and
learnt a little Italian on the way.

DELIZIOSO!
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IHC Art Awards
This year we had 11 entries for the IHC Art Awards,
with everyone doing such an amazing job. We had
4 clients make it into the top 88! We are super proud
of all the hard work that was completed over the last
3 months. From sculptures and paintings to crayon
melts, the range of talent we have here is incredible.

WELL DONE!
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Young Guns
CELEBRATE EVERY DAY!
As part of our weekly programme, we have
Worldly Discussions! We like to keep track
of National and International awareness
days of the fun, unusual and unique things
celebrated around the world. Here are
our group getting excited about visiting
the under the sea exhibit at Westfield,
Queensgate and creating some vibrant
beautiful sea creature hangings to create
awareness around the Annual World Oceans
Day held on the 8th of June.
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Champions
Fitness Training
We love to get moving in a fun and challenging
way for all abilities. We run two trainings a
week that consist of endurance, stretching and
circuit programs to get fit ready for competing
in regularly local events such as Round the
Bays, Hutt Fun Run, Hutt Hero’s Fun Run, and
the Pelorus Trust Fun Run.
We encourage and inspire our guys to make
healthy decisions with nutrition in a holistic
approach.
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